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Abstract 

This paper analyzes the pattern of house price appreciation in the Boston area 
from 1982 to 1994. The empirical results are consistent with the predictions of a 
standard urban model in which towns have a fixed set of amenities. The evidence 
suggests that changes in the cross-sectional pattern of house prices are related to 
differences in manufacturing employment, demographics, new construction, proximi- 
ty to the downtown, and to aggregate school enrollments. These findings support the 
view that town amenities are not easily replicated or quickly adaptable to shifts in 
demand,  even within a metropolitan area. 
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1. Introduction 

R e c e n t  s tudies  have  shown in te res t ing  and p rovoca t ive  pa t t e rn s  of  
hous ing  pr ice  app rec i a t i on  and  d e p r e c i a t i o n  ove r  the  cycle in vola t i le  
m a r k e t s .  Smi th  and T e s a r e k  (1991) p re sen t  ev idence  tha t  pr ices  of  'h igh-  
qua l i t y '  h o m e s  in the  H o u s t o n  a rea  a p p r e c i a t e d  fas ter  dur ing  the  b o o m ,  fell 
f a r t he r  dur ing  the  bust ,  and  r e c o v e r e d  m o r e  r ap id ly  in the  m o r e  r ecen t  
e x p a n s i o n  than  d id  ' l ow-qua l i ty '  homes .  M a y e r  (1993) shows tha t  a c o m p a r -  
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able pattern of increased volatility for high-priced homes existed in four 
cities during the 1970s and mid-1980s. Case and Shiller (1994) find similar 
results for Los Angeles but the opposite result for Boston, where lower-tier 
properties appreciated the most during the boom and their prices fell farther 
during the bust. More recently, they find that in Boston, high-tier properties 
have regained much of the value lost during the bust, while lower-tier 
properties continue near their cyclical lows. Poterba (1991) shows that 
high-priced properties appreciated at a slower rate than low-priced units in 
the 1980s. 

All these studies offer explanations for the patterns that they observe, but 
the analyses are thin. Smith and Tesarek, for example, talk about sharp 
reductions in "entrepreneurial and professional income" in Houston and 
point out that "immigrants to Houston dominated the new home market", 
but present no data and no model to link their stories to the observed 
pattern of price changes. Case and Shiller (1994) have more disaggregated 
data to support their arguments, but their analysis is simply a series of 
supply and demand scenarios that might explain the California/Boston 
differences: for example, California had more immigrants (low-end demand) 
while Boston had more low-end supply at the end of the boom. While both 
Mayer and Poterba look for evidence to support more specific hypotheses 
(tax-induced changes in user costs differing by price tier, and a liquidity 
constraint model), their focus is narrow and they ultimately pose more 
questions than they answer. 

Recently available data on home price changes by town over a 13-year 
period in Eastern Massachusetts show even more interesting patterns of 
price movements and make possible a much more exhaustive analysis of the 
underlying causes. The data for Massachusetts show, for example, that 
homes in high-end suburbs close to Boston, such as Newton and Brookline, 
have recently rebounded sharply, with current prices above their 1989 
peaks, while homes in more distant industrial areas, such as Brockton and 
Lowell, remain well below their peak values. In fact, during the boom 
period, nominal appreciation by town varied between 141% and 250%, 
while price declines during the bust varied between 9% and 25%. Using the 
town as the unit of analysis provides the opportunity to take the analysis to a 
higher level and simultaneously test a number of competing hypotheses 
about these patterns of price change. 

This paper begins with a simple model of price determination in a 
metropolitan housing market with a number of spatially fixed submarkets, 
each with its own set of amenities and locational characteristics. Using the 
model as a framework, the paper identifies several categories of town 
characteristics that might be expected to determine cross-jurisdictional 
patterns of housing and land prices over time. Finally, the paper explores 
price movements over the cycle (1982-1992) with data on the characteristics 
of 168 separate Massachusetts jurisdictions. 
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The results are consistent with many of the predictions of a standard 
urban model in which the price surface is determined by a set of locational 
attributes and amenities. In particular, employment patterns, accessibility, 
school quality and housing supply shocks had effects on the pattern of price 
changes across cities and towns between 1982 and 1992. 

2. The framework 

Before turning to the data, it is important to have a framework within 
which to think about prices and price changes across jurisdictional submar- 
kets in a metropolitan housing market. A standard model of intra-met- 
ropolitan housing markets assumes that a predetermined number of house- 
holds shop for housing across a set number of jurisdictions. Each jurisdic- 
tion has a fixed amount of land. Households derive utility from consuming 
housing (H), an amenity (A) associated with locating in the jurisdiction (a 
public good), and a composite commodity (X). Household income is 
assumed to be fixed across the set of jurisdictions, but a pecuniary tax 
(which could be positive or negative) varies by jurisdiction. 

Housing is produced by competitive suppliers using capital and land, 
which are substitutable, and both the composite good, X, and capital are in 
perfectly elastic supply from a national market. Households are assumed to 
be mobile across jurisdictions within the 'metropolitan area', but the total 
metropolitan area population is assumed to be fixed. 

If production and utility functions are convex and exhibit constant 
returns, it can be shown that such a model yields a unique set of equilibrium 
land prices and housing prices across the jurisdictions. 1 Households move 
until prices and quantities of each variable equate utility across jurisdictions. 
The results include land price, housing price, and density 'gradients'. 
Equilibrium prices and densities are a function of the values of A j, y, tj, and 
Lj for all jurisdictions as well as the shape of the utility and production 
functions, where Aj is a vector of amenities at jurisdiction j, which are 
public goods to residents; y is per household income; tj is per household tax 
at location j; and Lj is the amount of (developed) land in jurisdiction j. 

Changes in any of the above values will result in a new set of equilibrium 
land and housing prices across jurisdictions. Specifically, if we derive a 
reduced-form equation for equilibrium housing price at a particular location 
j, then 

h = P ( A 1 . . . A 1 ,  Y,  tl . . . .  t j ,  L 1 . . . .  L N )  , P j  

h where Pj is the price of housing services in jurisdiction j. 

Case and Grant (1991) present an explicit version of this model and solve it for specific 
values of land and housing prices across a set of 25 jurisdictions. A different version is proposed 
by Haurin (1980). 
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The following relationships can be derived from the reduced-form 
equation: 

d P ~ / d A j  > O, 

dP h / dtj < O, 

dP~ / dLj < O, 

and 

dP~ / dy > 0. 

For purposes of empirical work, changes in amenity, the tax variables, 
and the amount of land in each jurisdiction all have predictable effects on 
housing prices in the model. 

3. Categories of variables for empirical analysis 

The simple model presented above provides a framework within which to 
analyze the cross-jurisdictional pattern of housing and land prices over time. 
This section bridges that model to the empirical work by identifying several 
categories of variables (entering through the amenity or tax/bonus concept 
discussed above) that might be expected to change the equilibrium price 
surface across towns. 

3.1. Shifts in patterns o f  employment  

A shift in either the sectoral mix of employment in a metropolitan area or 
a simple change in the location of employment can affect the pattern of 
housing prices across submarkets. For example, if the employment nodes 
most accessible to a town lose jobs, then that town becomes less desirable 
and real estate prices fall. In the context of the model, this may be seen 
either as a change in amenity or a change in pecuniary costs associated with 
living in a particular town. That is, less accessibility and higher transport 
costs could be thought of as entering through Aj (time cost and disutility) 
and through budget constraints as an increase in tj (pecuniary costs). 

Movements in the sectoral mix of jobs can change relative house prices 
within a metropolitan area because specific sectors concentrate in different 
towns. Communities located on the perimeter of the Boston metropolitan 
area, such as Lawrence, Lowell, Brockton, Fitchburg and Leominster, have 
concentrations of manufacturing employment, while downtown Boston is 
dominated by services and FIRE (finance, insurance and real estate) sector 
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jobs. In equilibrium, workers locate near their jobs, so those towns with 
high concentrations of manufacturing workers tend to be near  concen- 
trations of manufacturing jobs. However ,  when manufacturing employment  
declines, proper ty  values in towns with high initial concentrations of 
manufacturing workers may fall because such towns have become less 
accessible to the locations of the new jobs. 2 In this paper  we use the initial 
mix of jobs for a town's residents as a proxy for such job loeational 
characteristics, which are difficult to measure directly. 

Alternatively,  movements  in the sectoral mix of jobs could affect relative 
house prices across towns owing to changes in the income of town residents. 
For  example,  displaced manufacturing workers may be forced to take 
lower-paying service sector jobs, thus reducing their demand for housing. 

Note  that the relationship between changes in home prices and changes in 
the sectoral mix of residents is complex because the response of workers to 
changes in the job mix is endogenous. For example,  consider a town with 
many  manufacturing workers when manufacturing employment  falls. Some 
of these workers will switch to less accessible service sector jobs, others will 
change their place of residence, and some will remain unemployed.  As some 
former  manufacturing workers move away, house prices in the town will 
fall, making that town relatively more attractive to service sector workers 
living elsewhere who are willing to trade off lower house prices against a 
longer commute .  Thus, falling home prices may be associated with increases 
or decreases in the percentage of local residents employed in the service 
sector, depending on the number  of local residents who take service sector 
jobs and the net in-migration of service sector workers. 

3.2.  Access ib i l i ty  to B o s t o n  

Accessibility to the central city is valuable, both as an amenity and 
because of the importance of the downtown as an employment  center. Many 
households travel frequently to the city to enjoy the theater,  professional 
sports,  restaurants,  and so forth. Most residents occasionally travel by air or 
train and must be able to get to Logan Airport  or South Station. In 
addition, the central city contains some 50 million square feet of office 
space, and the metro  area is the fifth largest office marke t  in the United 
States. Thus, accessibility to Boston means accessibility to jobs. Because 
office-based (services and FIRE)  employment  has been increasing, acces- 
sibility to Boston should be associated with rising relative proper ty  values. 

2 This discussion assumes that the shift from manufacturing to service sector employment is 
not attributable to differences in intra-metropolitan area costs, but rather to exogenous factors 
such as an increase in the relative productivity of the manufacturing sector, an increase in the 
share of manufacturing imports, or a decrease in the relative price of manufactured goods. 
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Similarly, if theater performances,  restaurant meals, and sporting events are 
luxury goods, households should be willing to pay increasing amounts for 
accessibility during periods of rising incomes. 

3.3. Supply shocks 

The initial pattern of home prices across jurisdictions should reflect 
expectations about the availability of developable land and likely changes in 
the number  and character of housing units over time. But supply shocks can 
and do occur. Indeed, during the peak of the building cycle in Eastern 
Massachusetts, housing starts throughout the metropolitan area were three 
times the level of absorption (Case, 1991). Clearly this excess supply was not 
uniformly distributed, and it was not fully anticipated. Much of the new 
development  was on previously undeveloped land and, in the framework of 
the above model,  could be thought of as an unanticipated increase in Lj and 
d h 0.3 P j / d L j  < Thus, unexpected increases in the available supply of housing 
should reduce relative house prices. 

3.4. Demographics 

Over time, the age distribution of the population determines aggregate 
household formation rates. Increases in the number of households (holding 
total population constant) will tend to push property values up, as will 
population increases from in-migration. But the cross-jurisdictional pattern 
of demand and price effects of demographic change depends on the mix of 
new households. An increased number of new households with very low 
incomes will have little impact on high-end suburban property values, while 
new high-tech executives coming from California will have little impact on 
house prices in lower-income communities like Lowell or Chelsea. 

The initial demographic mix of a town may be thought of as an indicator 
of certain amenities that are attractive to particular demographic groups. 
That  is, residents with children might prefer to live in a town with other 
similar families. Towns with a high fraction of families with children might 
offer amenities that are relatively more valuable to families, such as good 
schools and town-sponsored day-care and after-school programs, which are 
difficult to measure directly. During the 1980s, the baby-boom generation 
reached child-bearing age. To the extent that baby-boomers prefer to live in 
towns with other  households in their age group, house prices in towns with a 
concentration of middle-aged residents should have been expected to 
increase relative to towns with younger residents. 

3 Because the solution to the model allocates all Lj to housing, solving the model with a 
higher Lj is exactly like adding new land and developing it with housing. 
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Note that perfect foresight or highly responsive town services could 
counteract  any impact of the baby-boom generation on cross-sectional house 
prices. Since the baby-boom movement into middle age could be easily 
forecast, an efficient housing market would cause prices in towns that appeal 
to baby-boomers to have risen in previous periods in anticipation of baby- 
boomers  entering the housing market. Alternatively, if other towns could 
easily replicate the services demanded by baby-boomers,  competition among 
towns would mitigate any relative price changes. 

3.5. Other amenities 

Both the level of and changes in amenities can have an impact on price 
appreciation. Assuming the amenity yields positive utility, we have shown 
that h d P j / d A j > 0 .  An exogenous drop in a locality's crime rate, for 
example,  should raise housing demand and increase local property values 
relative to property values in competing jurisdictions that do not experience 
a decrease in crime. 4 

Moreover ,  even though amenities such as local public school quality are 
capitalized into prices at a given moment,  they may interact with income or 
demographics over time. Thus, the impact of changes in these variables on 
prices could depend on the level of amenity. The most obvious example is 
that if the number of children of school age changes, schooling may become 
more or less important to home buyers. Both the proportion of households 
with no children and the number of children per household could affect the 
demand for housing and, thus, prices across towns. A household with two 
school-age children would presumably be willing to pay more for housing in 
towns with good schools than identical households with one child. A 
household with no children would presumably not be willing to pay a 
premium for good schools, holding taxes and expected resale value constant. 
Indeed,  as we will discuss below, the number of school-age children dropped 
dramatically in Massachusetts during the 1980s, with a significant impact on 
the pattern of housing values. 

In addition, during the 1984-88 Massachusetts boom, incomes rose at 
very rapid rates. Because households demand amenities in the model and 
different amenities may have different income elasticities of demand, a shift 
in income may lead to patterns of demand and price change related to the 

4 In general, prices and amenities are endogenous. For example, an exogenous increase in a 
town's house prices (caused by improved transportation access) might lead to an in-migration 
of higher-income households who commit fewer crimes, thus reducing the town's crime rate. 
The endogeneity of house prices and amenities creates empirical difficulties because instru- 
ments for amenities are difficult to find. 
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particular packages of amenities offered across towns. This model assumes 
that towns cannot quickly and costlessly replicate such amenities. 

3.6. Immigra t ion  

During the mid-1980s, the Boston area experienced a significant increase 
in Cambodian  and Vietnamese immigrants. If  the immigrants had median 
incomes, immigration would increase demand for housing in those towns, 
and thus should have led to higher prices for owner-occupied housing. 
Alternatively,  if the new immigrants were poor  and placed additional 
burdens on town resources, immigration could have led to an increase in 
taxes or a decrease in public sector services to other residents within a town 
and thus to lower property values. 

3.7. Taxes 

While the package of public services offered to residents of a particular 
town enters the model  as a component  of the amenity vector,  A j, local taxes 
enter  budget  constraints through tj. Taxes on residential property depend on 
both the level of public services and the commercial  and /o r  industrial base 
in the town. Thus, taxes on residential property and public services may 
vary independently across towns. If residential property taxes rise while 
public service levels are held constant,  property values would be expected to 
fall and vice versa. In addition, the level of property tax rates may be a 
proxy for public service levels that are not fully controlled for. Like demand 
for any other amenity,  public service demand may vary over  t ime with 
changes in income or demographics.  

4. The data: Home prices in Massachusetts from 1982 to 1992 

The indexes presented in this paper  were estimated using a variation on 
the weighted repeat  sales methodology first presented in Case and Shiller 
(1987). The method uses the arithmetic weighting proposed by Shiller (1991) 
and is based on data on recorded sales of all properties that pass through the 
marke t  more  than once during the period. The Massachusetts file contains 
over  135 000 pairs of sales drawn between 1981 and March 1994. First, an 
aggregate index was calculated on the basis of all recorded sale pairs. Next,  
indexes were calculated for individual jurisdictions. In Eastern Massachu- 
setts, indexes were estimated for 168 cities and towns. 
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Table 1 

Changes in real prices of single-family homes in Boston, 1 9 8 2 - 1 9 9 4  

395 

Period Change in 
real prices 

1982 : I to  1983 : I 

1983 : I to  1983 : I 

1984 : I to  1985 : I 

1985 : I to  1986 : I 

1 9 8 6 : 1  to  1987 :1  

1987 : I to  1988 : I 

1988 : I to  1989 : I 

1 9 8 9 : 1  to  1990 :1  

1990 : I to  1991 : I 

1 9 9 1 : 1  to  1992 :1  

1992 : I to  1993 : I 

1 9 9 3 : 1  to  1 9 9 4 : I  

Overall increase (boom) 
Boston 

1983 : I to  1988 : I 

Overall decrease (bust) 
Boston 

1988 :1  to  1 9 9 1 : I  

Overall change 
1983 : I to  1994 : I V  

2 .4  

15.0 

22 .8  

32 .8  

10.8 

2 .0  

- 3 . 6  

- 8 . 3  

- 1 5 . 2  

- 2 . 0  

- 0 . 4  

+ 0 . 3  

115.7  

- 2 7 . 0  

54.3  

Source: Case, Shiller and Weiss, Inc .  

4.1. Aggregate indexes 

Table 1 presents data based on the aggregate real indexes for Boston. 
Between the first quarter of 1982 and the first quarter of 1983, nominal 
house prices rose slightly above the rate of increase in consumer prices. But 
by the beginning of 1984, real house prices had begun to accelerate rapidly, 
up 15% in a year and more than 115% in five years. The peak was relatively 
long-lived, with nominal prices remaining essentially unchanged but real 
prices falling with general inflation from the second quarter of 1987 through 
the first quarter of 1990, nearly three years. Once prices started failing, they 
dropped quickly, but not nearly so far as they had risen. Overall, the 
peak-to-trough decline in Boston was 27%. 

4.2. Town data 

The remainder of this paper focuses on house price changes in individual 
cities and towns. While other papers have disaggregated metropolitan area 
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pr ice  indexes  into t iers  by home  price or  qual i ty~ changes  in home  pr ices  in 
the  unde r ly ing  ind iv idua l  cit ies and  towns  are  l ikely largely  r e spons ib le  for  
d i f fe rences  in app rec i a t i on  ra tes  by tier.  

T a b l e  2 p resen t s  s u m m a r y  stat ist ics for  168 sepa ra t e  Massachuse t t s  city 
and  town pr ice  indexes .  6 O n  a town basis,  the  overa l l  m e a n  increase  f rom 
1982 t h r o u g h  the  m a r k e t  p e a k  was 119% in real  t e rms ,  with a s t a n d a r d  
dev i a t i on  of  13.1%.  The  m e a n  dec l ine  f rom p e a k  to t rough  was 25 .1%,  with 
a s t a n d a r d  dev ia t ion  of  5 .3%.  H o m e s  in the  town with  the  h ighest  overa l l  
i nc rease  a p p r e c i a t e d  178% in real  t e rms ,  while homes  in the  town with the  
smal l e s t  increase  a p p r e c i a t e d  92%.  The  larges t  dec l ine  f rom the p e a k  was 
33%;  the  smal les t  was 19%. W h e n  communi t i e s  are  d iv ided  into four  g roups  
on  the  basis  of  real  pr ice  app rec i a t i on ,  the  quar t i le  mean  pr ice  changes  f rom 
lowes t  to  h ighes t  were  103%, 112%, 121% and 140%. 7 In the  bust ,  quar t i l e  
m e a n  pr ice  dec l ines  were  21 .5%,  23 .8%,  26 .3% and 28 .9%.  

Fig.  1 shows the  loca t ion  of  towns  tha t  a re  inc luded  in the  sample  and  
d iv ides  t h e m  into the  quar t i les  l is ted above .  A s  is c lear  f rom the m a p ,  
d i f fe rences  in a p p r e c i a t i o n  ra tes  are  not  r a n d o m l y  d i s t r ibu ted  across  the  
B o s t o n  area .  Towns  with the  g rea tes t  app re c i a t i on  ra tes  are  c lus te red  
a r o u n d  B o s t o n  and on the  Sou th  Shore .  8 Towns  loca ted  west  of  Bos ton ,  but  
still  in the  m e t r o p o l i t a n  a rea ,  had  the  lowest  ra tes  of  app rec i a t i on .  

Table 2 
Massachusetts town data, 1982 to 1992. 

1982-peak Peak-trough 

Overall mean change (%) 
Standard deviation 
Coefficient of variation 
Mean change: lowest quartile price change 
Mean change: 2nd quartile price change 
Mean change: 3rd quartile price change 
Mean change: highest quartile price change 
Lowest change 
Highest change 

119.2 25.1 
13.1 5.3 

0.11 0.21 
103.4 -21.5 
112.1 -23.8 
121.0 -26.3 
140.1 -28.9 
92.3 -19.4 

178.3 -33.0 

Note: Quartiles are computed separately from the boom and bust periods and are in real 
terms. The index values for the peak and trough are computed separately for each town. 

Source: Case, Shiller and Weiss, Inc. 

5 See Case and Shiller (1994), Mayer (1993), Poterba (1991), and Smith and Tesarek (1991) 
as examples. 

6 Massachusetts is made up of a total of 351 cities and towns that cover 100% of the State's 
land area. Indexes were constructed for all towns (168) with a sufficient number of sale pairs to 
permit estimation of well-behaved price indexes. 

7 Quartile divisions are computed separately for the boom and bust periods. 
s Boston is located in the middle of the eastern shore of Massachusetts. 
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4.3. T o w n  characterist ics 

Table  3 summarizes the data used in this paper.  9 Apar t  f rom the price 
indexes described earlier, most information about towns comes from the 
1980 and 1990 Censuses (exceptions are noted below). Data  for the key 
years 1982 (trough), 1988 (peak),  and 1992 (trough) would better  capture 
changes in towns over  the economic cycle, but they are not available. 

School and crime data come from various Massachusetts state government  
depar tments  and are avai lable  for selected years after 1980. Town-level 
housing permits come from the U.S. Depar tment  of Commerce  and are 
available on an annual basis. Land use data are from the University of 
Massachusetts and include the total number  of  acres that are undeveloped 
or devoted to public uses as of 1984. Except  for crime statistics, all the data 
used in the analysis are available for all 168 towns in Eastern Massachusetts.  
The crime data are reported only for larger towns, which generally have 
higher crime rates. 

A comparison of the 1980 and 1990 Census data shows considerable 
economic change over  10 years. Most obviously, the percentage of workers  
employed in the manufacturing sector declined from 32% to 23%. While 
real income rose by over  one-third, school spending per  weighted pupil 
increased even more.  1° Repor ted  crime rates actually declined. The per- 
centage of the population in the middle-age years (ages 35-60) also 
increased during the decade as the first 10 years of the baby-boom 
generat ion passed the 35-year-old threshold. 

5. Empirical results 

Table  4 presents regression results for the main variables discussed in 
Section 3. In columns (1) the change in prices over the entire cycle 
(1982-to-trough) is regressed on the 1980 share of residents who work in the 
manufacturing or service sector, the 1980 share of residents between age 35 
and 60, the number  of housing permits issued between 1982 and 1992, 
distance from Boston and its square, and the 1980 levels of town amenities 
(i.e. school spending per weighted pupil, school achievement test scores and 
crime rates), the residential tax rate,  and median single-family house value 

9 Because most homeowners consider real estate price changes in nominal terms, we use 
nominal prices to establish peak and trough dates for each town. 

10 The weighted pupil count is reported by the Massachusetts Department of Education and 
reflects estimates of the additional cost of educating students who have special needs, or whose 
families are below the poverty line or do not speak English as a first language. Dividing school 
spending by weighted pupils yields a per-pupil spending estimate that is adjusted for such costs. 
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T a b l e  3 

S u m m a r y  o f  d a t a  

399 

Standard 
Mean deviation Minimum Maximum 

Nominal price change: 1982-peak a 1.75 0.19 
Real price change: 1982-peak a 1.19 0.13 
Nominal price change: peak- t rough"  0.16 0.03 
Real price change: peak- t rough  a -0 .25  0.05 
Nominal price change: 1982-trough" 1.32 0.17 
Real price change: 1982-trough ~ 0.64 0.13 
Miles from Boston 31.5 16.1 
Acres open and public land (1984) b 2791 1692 

1.41 2.49 
0.92 -0 .33  

-0 .25  -0 .1  
-0 .33  -0 .19  

0.96 1.84 
0.39 1.18 
0 118 

94 13 272 

1980 Census data for town residents (except as noted) 

Fraction of residents working in 
manufacturing 0.32 0.10 

Fraction of residents working in 
service sector 0.34 0.08 

Fraction of residents 35-60 years old 0.28 0.04 
Housing permits per 1000 housing units c 7.3 7.1 
School spending per weighted pupil ~ 1837 332 
Median single-family house value (thousands) 56 19 
Median household income (thousands) 21.7 5.8 
Fraction of residents of Asian decent 0.006 0.006 
Fraction of adult residents with a college 

education 0.21 0.12 
Crimes per resident e 0.042 0.019 
Effective residential tax rate f 0.028 0.007 

0.I1 

0.20 
0.20 
0 

1049 
33 

11.5 
0 

0.05 
0.010 
0.012 

0.56 

0.62 
0.40 

40.4 
3255 

144 
47.6 

0.036 

0.60 
0.135 
0.063 

1990 Census data for town residents (except as noted) 

Fraction of residents working in 
manufacturing 0.23 0.07 

Fraction of residents working in 
service sector 0.40 0.07 

Fraction of population 35-60 years old 0.32 0.04 
Housing permits per 1,000 housing units 7.9 6.0 
School spending per weighted pupil (1992) d 4198 989 
School spending per weighted pupil 

(1992; in 1980 dollars) 2645 623 
Median single-family house value (thousands) 185 61 
Median single-family house value (thousands 

of 1980 dollars) 116 38 
Median household income (thousands) 46.5 13.1 
Median household income (thousands of 

1980 dollars) 29.1 8.2 
Fraction of residents of Asian descent 0.015 0.016 
Fraction of adult residents with a college 

education 0.28 0.14 
Crimes per resident e 0.031 0.021 
Effective residential tax rate (1992) f 0.012 0.002 

0.09 

0.28 
0.23 
0 

2059 

1297 
112 

56 
22.2 

13.9 
0.002 

0.08 
0.003 
0.007 

0.42 

0.68 
0.47 

27.8 
7656 

4824 
498 

314 
95.1 

59.9 
0.109 

0.65 
0.109 
0.017 

Source: Case, Shiller and Weiss, Inc. 
b Source." University of Massachusetts. 

Source: U.S. department  of Commerce. 
d Source: Massachusetts Department  of Education. 
e Source: Massachusetts State Police. 
f Source: Massachusetts Department  of Revenue. 
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Table  4 
Ins t rumenta l  variable regression results, Eas tern  Massachuset ts  Dependen t  variable: change in 
nominal  house  price (t-statistics) 

Variable 

Sample 

1982 to trough 1982 to peak Peak to trough 
(entire cycle) (boom) (bust) 

(1) (2) (3) 

Fraction of residents working in manufacturing, 1980 -0.56 
(3.73) 

Fraction of residents 35-60 years old, 1980 1.25 
(3.70) 

(Total single-family permits issued)/(housing units in 1980) a -0.26 
(2.24) 

Miles from Boston (hundreds) -0.59 
(2.67) 

(Miles from Boston (hundreds)) e 0.58 
(2.47) 

Average school assessment score in 1988 (scaled by 1000) -0.40 
(4.24) 

Crime rate in 1980 0.84 
(1.17) 

No crime rate reported in 1980 0.060 
(1.70) 

Effective residential tax rate in 1980 1.10 
(0.55) 

Median single-family house value in 1980 (thousands) -0.0061 
(2.28) 

(Median single-family house value in 1980 (thousands)) 2 0.000032 
(2.29) 

Constant 2.52 
(10.95) 

Number of observations 168 

-0.51 -0.05 
(2.87) (2.37) 

1.08 0.14 
(2.62) (3.04) 

-0.30 -0.10 
(1.83) (1.64) 

-0.25 -0.14 
(0.80) (3.42) 
0.45 0.07 

(1.31) (2.01) 
-0.46 -0.01 
(4.49) (0.47) 
1.73 -0.18 

(2.28) (1.13) 
0.063 0.004 

(1.71) (0.50) 
0.51 O.30 

(0.19) (0.66) 
-0.1400 0.0021 
(4.13) (3.67) 
0.000078 -0.000012 

(4.15) (3.65) 
3.33 -0.20 

(11.07) (3.65) 
168 168 

Notes: 
(1) Estimated standard errors are heteroskedasticity robust, as in White (1980). 
(2) Total single-family permits include single-family permits for each town over the relevant time period. 

For example, over the whole cycle, total single-family permits equal the number of permits issued between 
1982 and 1991. 

(3) t-statistics are in parentheses. 
a Instruments for total single-family permits include the number of permits issued in previous periods and 

the amount of vacant land in 1984. 

and its square. Endogeneity is a potential problem for the new construction 
variable (housing permits), so the regressions are run with two-stage least 
squares, using lagged permits and the amount of vacant land as instruments. 

The regression results show that the 1980 employment base and de- 
mography are statistically significant in explaining the cross-sectional vari- 
ation in prices across towns. The coefficient on the manufacturing variable is 
negative and significantly different from zero at the 1% level in column (1). 
Towns with a larger share of residents working in the manufacturing sector 
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enjoyed less of an increase in house values over the boom-bust cycle. Using 
the 1980 employment of town residents as a proxy for the types of jobs that 
are located near the town, the results suggest that house prices in towns 
located closer to declining manufacturing employment nodes fell because 
locational amenities, like accessibility to manufacturing employment, 
became less valuable as the importance of manufacturing in the economy 
relative to services shrank) 1 

The coefficient on school test scores was significant and negative, 
indicating that homes in high-quality school districts appreciated less than 
homes in low-quality school districts. 12 Assuming that homes in good school 
districts command a premium over homes in poor school districts, ceteris 
paribus, those premiums apparently dropped between 1982 and 1992. The 
cause was a large decrease in the aggregate demand for the amenity: 
enrollment in public elementary and secondary schools (K-12) in Massachu- 
setts dropped by 18.4% between 1980 and 1990, while enrollments in 
Massachusetts public high schools declined an astounding 3 4 % .  13 

The positive and significant coefficient on the 1980 percentage of town 
residents aged 35-60 indicates that house prices appreciated faster in towns 
with a larger 1980 percentage of middle-aged residents, all other things 
equal. As with the manufacturing estimates, the empirical magnitude is 
modest; a one-standard-deviation increase in the 1980 percentage of a 
town's residents aged 35-60 was associated with a 3.7% greater increase in 
that town's house prices. The age-mix variable may be a proxy for town 
amenities and services that are attractive to middle-aged persons, whose 
number increased during the 1980s as the baby-boomers aged. Alter- 
natively, middle-aged persons might prefer to live with others of the same 
age, so the positive age-mix coefficient could represent a clustering effect. 

The negative and significant coefficient on the number of single-family 
housing permits issued between 1982 and 1992 is consistent with the 

n In other  regressions, separate dummy variables were included for towns bordering on 
Routes  128 and 495, because service sector firms tended to be located on Route  128, while 
manufac tur ing  firms were more  likely to be located near  Route  495. Neither of  the coefficients 
is significantly different from zero. 

~2 School test scores reflect communi ty  and parental  characteristics as well as the value-added 
of a school system. Also,  given that the earliest available test scores were from 1988, the 
relative rank of schools between 1982 and 1988 is assumed to be constant.  Other  regressions 
subst i tuted a variable for school spending per weighted pupil instead of test scores, but  the 
coefficient on that variable was almost always insignificantly different from zero. 

a3 Both  the drop in overall enrol lments  and the drop in high school enrol lments  are the 
largest among  the 50 states by an order of  magnitude.  The  state with the second largest decline 
in public secondary school enrol lments  during the same period was Connect icut  with a 27% 
drop. All enrol lment  data f rom the U,S. Bureau of the Census,  Statistical Abstract of the United 
States, 1994, Table 242, and from the U.S.  Depar tment  of Education,  Digest of Education 
Statistics, 1988 and 1993. 
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hypothesis that expectations of new construction were not fully capitalized 
into house prices. Given that New England's  population was growing at a 
rate well below the U.S. average, few observers could have anticipated that 
residential permits would be issued at a rate that was well above the national 
average during the boom. Thus, relative house prices apparently fell in 
towns that allowed greater  than anticipated construction activity. 

The  distance to Boston was also associated with the pattern of price 
changes. The coefficients on the linear and quadratic terms indicate that 
house prices increased at a greater rate, the closer a town was to Boston. 
For  example,  house prices grew 5.1% faster for a town that is located one 
standard deviation closer to Boston than an average town in the sample 
(15.4 miles versus 31.5 miles). 1~ One possibility is that service sector jobs in 
downtown Boston grew at a faster rate than people had anticipated in 1982, 
although the equation controls separately for the 1980 employment  mix of a 
town's  residents. Alternatively, proximity to Boston 's  amenities (entertain- 
ment  and transportation services) may have become more valuable with the 
rise in real household income. 

Finally, the regression includes the 1980 median owner-occupied single- 
family house value and its square. The coefficients on both of these variables 
are significantly different from zero with 95% confidence and suggest that 
housing price appreciation was greatest in the initially low-priced towns. For 
example ,  house prices in a town whose 1980 median price was one standard 
deviation below the sample mean grew 10% more than prices in a town at 
the sample mean.  One possible explanation is that the housing marke t  was 
out of equilibrium at the beginning of the sample period. In addition, the 
results are consistent with the hypothesis that the large rise in real housing 
prices (combined with lending limits in the mortgage market)  caused many 
first-time buyers to search for a house in more affordable lower-priced 
communities,  thus adding additional (unanticipated) pressure on house 
prices in those towns. 

H o u s e  prices  and changes in income 

We have suggested that the correlation between the initial sectoral 
distribution of jobs and subsequent house price changes may be caused by 
changes in the value of specific locations within the metropoli tan area. An 
alternative hypothesis is that the changes in a town's house prices may be 

14 The point of minimum appreciation occurred at 101.7 miles, while the maximum distance 
from Boston in the sample was 118 miles. In effect, towns located farther than 100 miles from 
Boston could be considered to be out of the Boston area and thus the subsequent arguments 
about accessibility to Boston's amenities and employment base probably do no hold for these 
towns. The largest direct impact of distance from Boston on subsequent house price 
appreciation occurs for towns located much closer to Boston. 
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related more  directly to the change in incomes of workers  in specific sectors 
who live in that town. To test this alternative directly, house price changes 
were regressed on the same regressors as in Table 4, plus the change in town 
median household income between 1980 and 1990. Because of the endo- 
geneity of changes in median house prices and incomes, that regression 
included the percentage of residents with a college degree in 1980 as an 
instrument  for changes in income. 15 

The  empirical results (available from the authors) did not support  the 
income hypothesis posited above; instead, changes in town household 
income were negatively related to changes in town house prices. Also, the 
coefficients for the 1980 median house value and its square and the 1980 
share of persons between 35 and 60 years old were no longer statistically 
significantly different from zero when income was included. These differ- 
ences suggest that the change in income variable is positively correlated with 
house values and the percentage of 35- to 60-year-olds. Household  income 
was not included in the baseline regressions (Table 4) because the standard 
urban model  presented earlier predicts that income changes across towns in 
response to changes in house prices and amenities. 16 

6. The boom and bust 

Sectoral employment ,  demographics,  and supply shifts had important  
effects on the distribution of house price changes over  the whole cycle. Also 
of interest is whether  these effects were the same in the boom and bust 
periods.  If  not, differences between the boom and bust periods would 
suggest that expectations about  the future course of housing prices changed 
be tween 1982 and 1992. For example,  if the impact of permits issued on 
house prices was caused by an unexpected increase in new construction 
during the boom,  then the coefficient on new permits issued should be 
negative and significant during the boom and near zero during the sub- 
sequent  bust. Similarly, the decline in manufacturing employment  might 
have surprised observers in 1982, but that trend was clearly apparent  by 

~5 See Freeman and Katz (1993) for evidence that returns to education increased during the 
1980s. 

~6The standard urban model also predicts that immigration can affect the cross-sectional 
distribution of house prices. The predicted sign on the coefficient for the change in Asian 
population is uncertain, depending on whether immigrants consume net additional city services 
(negative coefficient) or provide additional demand for owner-occupied housing (positive 
coefficient). A negative coefficient was found for the change in a town's Asian population, 
showing that an increase in the percentage of Asian residents was associated with slower than 
average growth in house prices, which should not be surprising given that most of the Asian 
immigrants were poor and thus did not participate in the market for owner-occupied housing. 
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1988. Also, differences in appreciation rates for low-priced and high-priced 
towns between the boom and the bust provide the opportunity for a 
rudimentary test of the liquidity constraint model first proposed by Stein 
(1993). In that model Stein suggests that trade-up buyers are quite respon- 
sive to changes in house prices over the real estate cycle because existing 
homeowners  need to sell their current home in order to generate enough 
cash to make a down payment on a new property. One implication of the 
Stein model is that prices of high-priced homes (purchased primarily by 
trade-up buyers) should have a greater variance over the real estate cycle 
than the prices of low-priced units. In the context of this paper, the liquidity 
constraint model predicts that home prices in high-priced towns would both 
appreciate faster during the boom and decline faster during the bust. 

Columns (2) and (3) in Table 4 present the baseline regressions for the 
boom and bust subperiods. Because the dependent  variable in both tables is 
the full 1982-to-peak or peak-to-trough change in price by town and the 
boom (6.5 years) lasted more than twice as long as the bust (3 years), the 
coefficients for the boom period (columns (3) and (4)) are larger in 
magnitude than for the bust (columns (5) and (6)). Dividing the boom and 
bust coefficients by the number of years each lasted suggests that the 
impacts of manufacturing in the employment base, demographics, and 
supply on house prices were larger in magnitude during the boom, but did 
not disappear during the bust, when one might expect these factors to have 
been incorporated into expectations. The distance from Boston also had a 
consistent impact on price changes during the boom and the bust, with 
house prices declining in relative terms the farther a town is located from 
Boston. ~7 

To test more rigorously the differences in these coefficients between the 
boom and bust periods, we combined the two subsample regressions into a 
single equation with the annualized price change as the dependent  variable 
(results not shown). Statistical tests failed to reject the joint hypothesis that 
the coefficients for the manufacturing, demographics, and housing permits 
variables were different during the boom and bust periods, as well as the 
individual hypotheses that each of the coefficients differed during the two 
subperiods. 18 The similarity between the boom and bust coefficients suggests 
that changes in expectations alone cannot explain the impact of shifts in 
manufacturing and construction. 

The coefficients on measures of school quality, the crime rate, and the 

17 Even though the individual coefficients on miles from Boston and its square in Table 4 are 
insignificant, the joint hypothesis that both coefficients equal zero can be rejected with 95% 
confidence. 

~8 The p-value for the joint test is 0.88, while the individual hypotheses have p-values that are 
greater than 0.55. 
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1980 median value and its square change markedly between the boom and 
bust regressions. In particular, housing values in low-priced towns ap- 
preciated at above average rates up to the middle of 1988, but fell more 
quickly after that time. This evidence runs counter to the predictions of the 
liquidity constraints model. The coefficient on school assessment test scores 
is negative and significantly different from zero during the boom when 
public school enrollments were falling dramatically, but insignificant during 
the bust when enrollments stabilized. Finally, house prices in high crime rate 
towns appreciated faster in the boom, but remained similar to other towns 
in the bust. 

7. Conclusion 

The results of this paper are consistent with many of the predictions of a 
standard urban model in which towns have a fixed set of locational attributes 
and amenities. In particular, evidence from the Boston metropolitan area 
suggests that house prices in towns with a large share of residents working in 
the manufacturing sector in 1980 grew less quickly in the ensuing years when 
aggregate manufacturing employment fell. As baby-boomers moved into 
middle age, house values appreciated faster in towns with a larger initial 
percentage of middle-aged residents. Housing values rose more slowly in 
towns that allowed additional construction, and values rose faster in towns 
closer to Boston. Finally, as fewer families had children who attended public 
schools statewide, the price premium associated with housing in towns with 
good schools fell. 

All these findings support the view that towns are not perfect substitutes 
for each other,  even within a metropolitan area, and that town amenities 
and public services are not easily replicated or quickly adaptable to shifts in 
demand. Marketwide shifts in the employment base or demographics can 
have significant housing market implications. For example, an area with a 
large number of small houses and condominiums does not have as much 
appeal to 35- to 45-year-old buyers, who have become more numerous as 
the baby boomers age. Similarly, school quality is very difficult to change in 
a few years. 

Even though it is difficult to change town characteristics in the short run, 
the empirical estimates imply only modest differences in appreciation rates 
as a result of these aggregate changes in employment or demographics. For 
example, with an average total appreciation of 132% over the cycle, house 
prices appreciated by a total of 6 percentage points less in a town with a 
1980 share of manufacturing workers that is one standard deviation above 
the mean. The impact of a change in demographics on cross-sectional 
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appreciation rates was even more modest (less than a total of 4 percentage 
points higher for towns whose 1980 percentage of older residents was one 
standard deviation from the mean). Expectations clearly play a role in the 
housing market, but the stability of some of the coefficients between boom 
and bust periods suggests that the housing market did not fully incorporate 
all available information. 

Future research should focus on the validating these conclusions for other 
metropolitan areas, although the aggregate shocks will be different depend- 
ing on the city and time period chosen. In addition, the role of expectations 
could he more fully explored by finding cases in which shifts in cross- 
sectional demand are not anticipated (for example, a natural disaster or an 
unexpected court decision that changes development rights in some com- 
munities). Finally, researchers might further explore the role of sectoral 
industry shifts by using data on the location of jobs within a metropolitan 
area. 
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